Learn to Brew Your Coffee

Pouring hot water on freshly ground coffee beans and allowing this infusion to bring out a heavenly flavour—we say brewing coffee is nothing short of an art form!

Sahapedia and Ffox Coffee bring to you a chance to master this art. In the workshop Learn to Brew Your Coffee, Joshi Thaliath from Ffox Coffee and Chef Sandhya Kumar will demonstrate how to brew coffee and guide you on how to enhance its taste, flavour, and aroma.

**When:** November 14  
**Time:** 11 am  
**Where:** Sahapedia’s Facebook handle (@Sahapedia)

Joshi Thaliath, an ardent coffee lover and the promoter of Ffox Coffee, was smitten with the refreshing taste of coffee when he was young. In adulthood, he began touring coffee plantations across south India, testing different blends. His gourmet blends grew so popular that he decided to go commercial—and Ffox Coffee was born.

**Chef Sandhya Kumar** is a food stylist, a restaurant consultant, and the founder of Indulge In Services, an F&B consultancy. In 2017, she took part in a major feature film project for the movie Chef as a food stylist and consultant. She is always on the lookout for new dimensions and approaches to food.